Modeling the oscillation dynamics of activated airway smooth muscle strips.
When strips of activated airway smooth muscle are stretched cyclically, they exhibit force-length loops that vary substantially in both position and shape with the amplitude and frequency of the stretch. This behavior has recently been ascribed to a dynamic interaction between the imposed stretch and the number of actin-myosin interactions in the muscle. However, it is well known that the passive rheological properties of smooth muscle have a major influence on its mechanical properties. We therefore hypothesized that these rheological properties play a significant role in the force-length dynamics of activated smooth muscle. To test the plausibility of this hypothesis, we developed a model of the smooth muscle strip consisting of a force generator in series with an elastic component. Realistic steady-state force-length loops are predicted by the model when the force generator obeys a hyperbolic force-velocity relationship, the series elastic component is highly nonlinear, and both elastic stiffness and force generation are adjusted so that peak loop force equals isometric force. We conclude that the dynamic behavior of airway smooth muscle can be ascribed in large part to an interaction between connective tissue rheology and the force-velocity behavior of contractile proteins.